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Abstract: This paper recognizes the theory and practice of regression techniques for prediction of technical domain trends
by using a converted data set in ordinal data format. The data formats in technical proficiency and skill level provide a
process for calculation of technical domain trends. The converted data set contains only a standardized ordinal data type
which offers a process to measure rankings of technical skills. The primary design is based on regression analysis from
WEKA machine learning software. The technical domain trends from Alumni Portal, KJSIEIT is used as our research
setting. The data sources are alumni technical proficiency which included recently used skill and its level. The variables
included in the data set were formed based on technical domain trends from the alumni profiles. Classifiers in WEKA
were used as algorithms to produce the outcomes. This learning showed that the results of regression techniques can be
used for the prediction of technical skills which would be trending in the future by using a dataset in standardized ordinal
data format
Keywords: regression techniques; machine learning; fundamental analysis; classifiers; linear regression, technical domain
trends
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The sheer size of entities and the not to forget the
I INTRODUCTION
upcoming years of data is reason enough for the creation of a
efore we forge into the nitty-gritty of the primary subject
portal for the Alumni. However, if we are going to look
of the project-Alumni Portal, let us first get ourselves
closely; it is obvious of the volatility of the existing data.
conditioned to the etymology of the word, Portal. In the
Alumni from the earlier batches are spread across the length
context of Computers and Networks, it is a Website that helps
and breadth of the world! The companies or organizations
you find other sites! Hence, it forms a sort of a gateway to all
they work in, keep on changing as we are talking about
the other places a user wish to explore!
careers in Information Technology sector! Moreover, some
The need to classify, segment and manage large
may altogether alter their career paths ending up in nonconglomerate consisting of diverse entities has always been
technical fields. Therefore, the data once collected isn’t the
an important and at the same time labyrinthine! Public
final one and needs alteration at regular interval of time.
institutions form a very good example of that including the
Therefore, the need arises of Alumni Portal where the data
one we currently are a part of! So the moment we attach
entry, retrieval and deletion is efficient and regular
Alumni in front of the portal, the range and reach spreads
II LITERATURE SURVEY
across the 16 years that institution has been running and gets
Technical analysis method identifies chart patterns
under it a sizeable amount of students, both the pass outs and
based on alumni’s recently used skill set. This approach does
the current batches. Moreover, Alumni Portal becomes the
not gain insight into the business side of how much a
nodal junction for interactions and discussions amongst them.
particular skill is valued in the industry; it assumes the
Alumni Portal is a website that doubles up as a dynamic
available information does not offer a competitive advantage
intermediary database of the Alumni and the correlated data
in a financial way. This technique predicts trends in advance
that comes with them. The portal acts as a one-stop
through chart patterns [1].
destination for information on the students of the college. The
The research on technology trends prediction
data is added up every year and hence updating and removal
techniques has eventually moved into the technological
of redundant data becomes a priority!
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realm. Machine learning approach is one of the common
practices. The approach of machine learning is by observing a
potentially linear or non-linear relationship exists with the
availability of enough indicators [2]. Machine learning is a
branch of artificial intelligence. This approach find patterns
in training datasets and form their own rules which are then
used for making forecasts in testing datasets [3].
In statistics, linear regression is a linear approach for
modeling the relationship between a scalar dependent
variable y and one or more explanatory variables (or
independent variables) denoted X. The case of one
explanatory variable is called simple linear regression. For
more than one explanatory variable, the process is called
multiple linear regression.[4] (This term is distinct from
multivariate linear regression, where multiple correlated
dependent variables are predicted, rather than a single scalar
variable.)[5]
Common regression analysis involves inputs of
numerical data which may consist of infinite or a wide range
of values. In this research, we start by gathering string data in
real-valued format using the fundamental analysis approach.
After that we apply a new transformation process to convert
the string into numerical values and then those values into
ordinal values. The ordinal values contain only a range of
categorical enumerated values. The relationships between the
dependent and the independent ordinal variables are
correlated based on the enumerated values.
III COMPARISON BETWEEN EXISTING SYSTEM &
PROPOSED SYSTEM
TABLE 1: EXISTING SYSTEM VS. PROPOSED
SYSTEM
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IV METHODOLOGY

Figure 1 – Methodology
Statistics on corporations and dataset features are
generated through fundamental analysis. Data was screened
and pre-processed to remove out-of-bound values. This
process can prevent problems of producing misleading results
[8].
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regression rule was used on the testing data for predictions of
future technology trends. The test result was then evaluated
[9].
Example:

Figure 3 : Technical Proficiency Schema.
Consider table technical proficiency contains these values.
Table 2: Populated technical proficiency table.
id
skill
level
1

java

beginner

2

python

advanced

3

php

intermediate

One method of converting numbers stored as strings
into numerical variables is to use a string function called real
that translates numeric values stored as strings into numeric
values Stata can recognize as such. The first line of syntax
reads in the dataset shown above. The second generates a
new variable read_n that is equal to the value of the number
stored in the string variable read. The real(s) is the function
that translates the values held as strings, where s is the
variable containing strings [10].
V CONCLUSION
Figure 2 – Data Transformation Method
The objective of the transformation process is to
make the data more structured. Pre-processed data contains
general string data which include the technical skill and
percentage formats. In the data transformation process, the
pre-processed data is standardized into numerical value data.
A percentage and to ordinal conversion table contains the
mapping values for percentage values associated with their
ordinal enumerated values. Each enumerated value is
assigned to the dataset based on the conversion table. This
approach maps each skill to aenumerated value for. This
approach also clarifies the categories within a variable where
its numerical values swing widely from one range to another
range.
During the data training stage, one after another
each regression classifier was used as predictive analytic on
the dataset. A percentage split specifies a regression classifier
to split the dataset into training data and testing data
proportionally. Training data provides learning process for
each classifier to formulate its own regression rules. The

Hence after going through the research in the
aforementioned techniques, the outcomes of the present data
that is being fed up in the portal will be improved when the
mechanisms of linear regression can be applied and the finer
details from a haystack of data present obtained which is
suited to our needs and requirements.
In the above studies we have used WEKA regression
techniques to categorize data and bring in front of us the
recent trends domain wise. Hence we get tailored data that
can be utilized effectively in channeling the resources for the
interested subjects and also towards improving the exposure
to the concerned entities. Overall the portal will be used in
addition of the above uses to gather data of the past students
at one place enabling effective and efficient management and
retrieval of useful information as required. Also since the data
is going to expand further, various techniques can be
compared and used selectively for further research
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